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Abstract
According to the World Health Organisation, as of 2019, globally around 50 million people suffer from dementia,
with approximately another 10 million getting added to the list every year, wherein Alzheimer’s disease (AD) stands
responsible for almost a whopping 60–70% for the existing number of cases. Alzheimer’s disease is one of the progressive, cognitive-declining, age-dependent, neurodegenerative diseases which is distinguished by histopathological symptoms, such as formation of amyloid plaque, senile plaque, neurofibrillary tangles, etc. Majorly four vital transcripts are identified in the AD complications which include Amyloid precursor protein (APP), Apolipoprotein E (ApoE),
and two multi-pass transmembrane domain proteins—Presenilin 1 and 2. In addition, the formation of the abnormal
filaments such as amyloid beta (Aβ) and tau and their tangling with some necessary factors contributing to the formation of plaques, neuroinflammation, and apoptosis which in turn leads to the emergence of AD. Although multiple
molecular mechanisms have been elucidated so far, they are still counted as hypotheses ending with neuronal death
on the basal forebrain and hippocampal area which results in AD. This review article is aimed at addressing the overview of the molecular mechanisms surrounding AD and the functional forms of the genes associated with it.
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Introduction
In the scientific world, scientists are on a constant lookout for an invisible stature to find a cure for unknown
complications. These unseen patterns manifest in an
organism’s life as diseases and are uncontrolled by deviating various cascades in the cellular–biological systems.
One such abnormality in humans, identified as Alzheimer’s disease (AD), is the most common irreversible,
progressive, neurodegenerative disease characterised
by a gradual loss of memory and cognitive skills. The
above characteristics of disease conditions are accompanied with the appearance of shrinking of total brain
size, declining of neural connectivity that gradually leads
down to brain cell death with memory loss and dementia,
in the final stages. According to the World Health Organisation, more than 55 million people live with dementia,
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with approximately another 10 million getting added to
the list every year [1]. Current occurrence numbers estimate that an excess of 150 million people may be hit with
dementia by 2050, with AD rating as its primary cause [2,
3]. Neuropsychologists worldwide face major hurdles to
understand the cognitive and behavioural manifestations
of dementia and their relationship to brain cells.
The ubiquity of AD in aging communities along with
the shortage of a well-defined cure poses it as one of the
greatest hurdles of current times. Mostly, the majority of
AD cases that come forth are sporadic Alzheimer’s disease (SAD), where aging features as the foremost important risk factor. In a nutshell, it has been observed that
reaching 85 years of age heightens the incidence of developing the disease by a significant 20% [2]. In November
1901, AD was discovered when Auguste D, a 51-yearold patient, was admitted to the Frankfurt Hospital due
to dynamic memory misfortune, central manifestations,
delusion and mind flights. After her demise in 1906, her
cerebrum was sent to Munich for subsequent medical
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examination, where Alzheimer’s-associated abnormalities were assessed using the silver staining technique test
[4].
On 3rd November, 1906, at the 37th gathering of the
Society of Southwest German Psychiatrists in Tubingen,
Germany, Alois Alzheimer introduced the clinical and
neuropathological characteristics of this disorder. Furthermore, the molecular analyses of the plaque deposits
initiated the distinguishing proof of the significant segments causing gene defects in AD. In the late 1980s, with
the genetic linkage analysis of AD-affected families, the
gene Amyloid Precursor Protein (APP) along with its
location in the 21st chromosome was identified. It was
found to be the first missense mutation in the APP gene
located at the 717th position of valine that was replaced
by isoleucine and glycine, resulting in the change of the
46th amino acid of the amyloid protein. Furthermore,
it was found in a Dutch family with hereditary cerebral
amyloidosis and haemorrhage, the substitution of the
glutamic acid by glutamine resulted in E22Q in Amyloid
beta (Aβ) protein. This provided the very primary relationship between the amyloid deposition and the APP
gene [5].
It is suggested that an altered Aβ metabolism, which
involves both production and/or clearance, results in the
accumulation of yet-to-be-defined toxic Aβ aggregation
in the brain. The accumulation of toxic Aβ for 20 years
prior to disease diagnosis, triggers molecular and cellular activities that bring out the intracellular accumulation
of hyperphosphorylated tau in neurofibrillary tangles
(NFTs), Tau pathology, followed by activation of microand astroglia-inducing chronic neuroinflammation, neuronal dysfunction and subsequent neurodegeneration
[6–8].
A host of varied factors are connected with the etiology of AD and associated dementias. They include age,
vascular disorders, stroke, infection, diabetes, inflammation, hearing loss, the blood–brain barrier, synaptic,
mitochondrial and innate immune system dysfunction,
dysfunction of the meningeal lymphatic system, protein
misfolding, some environmental and multiple genetic
factors [9–11].
Based upon clinical trials and findings based on longterm research, AD is generally classified into two types:
sporadic and familial. In most cases, AD does not run in
family trees and this is termed as sporadic, since it has
no precise cycle among the family members and relatives.
SAD is caused mainly due to an unexplained mixture of
our lifestyle, surroundings and the genes that we carry.
On the other hand, familial Alzheimer’s disease (FAD)
is strictly hereditary i.e. it passes down from one generation to the other. FAD is caused due to the inheritance
of the dominant autosomal mutations in genes, such as

APP, Presenilin (PSEN) [12]. Even after much research in
this field, AD lacks the distinctive difference from Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. With the progression of AD, an increased
extent of oxidative stress (OS) is determined to upregulate the cellular mediators of the immune system. This
can lead to the excessive production of proinflammatory
molecules, and also inflammation in the brain [13].
Molecular events in AD

The underlying mechanism in any biological event helps
us to distinguish normal conditions from pathological
ones. This has triggered a need to study the basic cellular and molecular events underlying the specific disease
for better diagnosis. AD entails intraneuronal deposits of
NFTs and extracellular accumulation of Aβ plaques [13–
15]. In case of AD, there are four known proteins that are
found to be highly associated in system-based disorder.
These are APP, Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) and two novel
seven-transmembrane domain (TMD) proteins called
Prenisilin-1 and 2. Genetics has furnished valuable clues
regarding the genesis of the disease by disclosing deterministic genes-Presenilins (PSENs) and APP. Hence, a
thorough understanding about the mutations and alterations in related genes, study of Tau pathology and neuroinflammation will give greater insights on revealing the
onset of disease.
APP and amyloid beta

The studies conducted by Haapasalo et al., revealed that
the γ-secretase is a proteolytic assemblage of four integral membrane proteins that performs hydrolysis within
the lipid bilayer, processing the TMD of more than 90
known substrates [16, 17]. γ-Secretase is classified as an
intra-membrane aspartyl-protease which catalyses the
final step in the regulated intra-membrane proteolysis of
a considerable number of single-span type-1 transmembrane proteins. Hence, with such a multi diverse nature
they are also known as “the proteasome of the membrane” [18]. The most large-scale studied substrates are
the amyloid-β precursor protein and the NOTCH receptors [19].
APP is one of the transmembrane glycoproteins which
in turn forms the 40–42 amino acid (AA) long Aβ protein and is responsible for the plaque formation and cerebrovascular deposition during AD [20]. APP gene has 19
coding regions in its complete sequence. However, due to
alternative splicing of APP, there results three significant
isoforms viz. 751 AA, 770 AA, and 695 AA-, wherein
the 751 (predominant variant, except for neurons) and
770 isomers are N-terminal, which inhibits the action
of the protein-degrading enzymes with their Kunitz
domain found mainly in neural and non-neural cells. In
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addition, 695 AA isoform is the predominant transcript
mostly found in neurons in large amounts and subjected
to axonal transport and transcytosis [21]. The APP gene
contains 19 exons, 170 kb end to end. The alternative
splicing of exons 1 to 13, 13a, and 14 to 18 results in the
isoforms. A part of isoform 695 is produced by the alternative splicing of exons 1–6, 9–18, excluding 13a, and
APP 751 by exons 1–7, 9–18, excluding 13a. APP 770 is
exons 1–18, excluding 13a. The β-amyloid protein was
reported to be encoded by 16 and 17 neurons (Fig. 1)
[22]; however, according to the latest National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) updates, it has been
found to have 20 exons. In one such specific case, involving the APP, complex Trans membrane domain cleavage
to the amyloid β-peptide (Aβ) by the means of γ-secretase
is aberrant in dominantly inherited, early-onset FAD [23]
In addition to molecular basis of the APP gene, the
ordinary cleavage of the APP gives a soluble Amyloid precursor protein (APPs) of about 90–100 Dalton
[24] which appears to be involved in functions such as
inducing cell proliferation, acting as an autocrine factor,
increasing adhesion and stimulation of the neuronal outgrowth for the nerve growth hormone (Fig. 2). Besides,
APPs can also increase the conductance of the potassium
ion channels and increase the activity of MAP kinase in
overall cascade [25]. As a protein, Aβ has N and C terminals, where the N-terminal is found in the extracellular
region of the APP, which is 28 AA from the transmembrane region, and C-terminal is located inside the transmembrane. The enzymes β-secretase and ɣ-secretase are
responsible for the cleavage to form the N and C terminals, respectively. The α-secretase cleaves between the
residues 16 and 17 and precludes the amyloid formation.

Therefore, the Aβ can be in 40 or 42 AA long chain,
where the 42 AA chain is most likely to be deposited [26].
The 3-D structure of the amyloid fibril is as such where
1–17 AA are disordered, 18–42 forms a b-strand-turn-b
stand motif which two parallel b sheets formed by residues of 18–26 and 31–42 AA [27].
The function of the APP was unknown for a very long
time and its study initiated with the use of knockout
mice. The experimental model had no problem in its prenatal period but when it developed into an adult, there
was a weight loss by 15 to 20 percent and the ability for
locomotion became poor, with motor inability of the
forelimb also observed. However, the screening results of
the brain showed only diffusive reactive gliosis, with no
degeneration at all. Another mouse knocked out was due
to exon 2 of the APP gene and it showed corpus callosum
getting older coupled with cognitive impairment conditions [28, 29].
Drosophila melanogaster (Fruit fly) and Caenorhabditis elegans (Round worm) were found with the APP
homologues. Results showed that when the APPs were
knocked out, it left a tremendous effect on their behaviour, hinting that the function of APP is conserved in
evolution [30, 31]. This clarifies that, without missense
changes, the onset of AD can be caused by the duplication of the APP gene [32]. One additional factor named
Aβ fibrils can also cause the malady state, while if it is in
the non-fibrillar amorphous form, it cannot be neurotoxic [33]. The formation of the Aβ occurs in two steps:
primary seeding of aggregate and then the deposition of
the peptide [34]. There are several factors that can adhere
to the amyloid fibril and increase its neurotoxicity by
increasing its aggregation. Some of them are ApoE, heavy

Fig. 1 Alternative splicing of APP mRNA to produce 3 different isoforms of APP protein. The above diagram shows how alternative splicing of same
amyloid precursor protein (APP) can produce different isoform of APP protein. The APP gene contains 19 exons, 170 kb end to end. The alternative
splicing of exons 1 to 13, 13a, and 14 to 18 results in the isoforms. The isoform 695 is produced by the alternative splicing of exons 1–6, 9–18,
excluding 13a, and APP 751 by exons 1–7, 9–18, excluding 13a. APP 770 is exons 1–18, excluding 13a
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Fig. 2 Amyloid precursor (APP) processing pathway. This diagram shows the proteolysis of Amyloid-beta precursor protein (APP) by the enzymes
β-secretase and ɣ-secretase which are responsible for formation of the N and C terminals, respectively. The α-secretase cleaves between the
residues 16 and 17 and prohibits the amyloid formation. Therefore, the amyloid-β can be in 40 or 42 amino acid long chain where the 42 amino acid
chain is most likely to be deposited

metals, such as zinc and aluminium, heparin sulphate
proteoglycan [35, 36]. In other cases, oxidation can also
increase the aggregation of Aβ by peptide cross-linkage
[37]. As the amyloidogenic peptides are toxic to neuronal
cells, it can also cause neurodegeneration and apoptosis
directly. Aβ-associated neurotoxicity can be caused by
excitatory AA, glucose deprivation and OS [38, 39].
Making it more interesting, the density of the plaque
does not tell us exactly about the severity of dementia.
The number of NFTs and cortical synapsis loss can give
a clear picture rather than plaques. Price et al. reported
these synapsis losses and the onset of endosomal–lysosomal enzymes which can occur even in the absence of
plaques [40]. So far, numerous pathogenic variants are
found in APP [41]. The Flemish mutation, such as the
APP duplication, leads to a comparatively late onset
of FAD, especially in the mid-fifties. When the variant exerts on the gamma secretase-mediated processing of the segment APP c99, it could explain the earlier
onset of AD [12]. The Swedish variant is one among the
special as it is located outside the APP c99 fragment
and still induces the onset by increasing the amount
of β-secretase which eventually mediates the Aβ

production [42, 43]. Apart from the Swedish variants,
D678H, E682K, K687N and A692G also induce the
onset of disease by boosting the β-secretase production [44, 45]. Some more variants such as I716F, T714I
and V717F are more aggressive as they have caused the
onset in ages of 31, 34 and 37, respectively, by producing longer Aβ chains while harming Aβ [26, 46]. Mutations can also directly increase the aggregation rather
than affecting indirectly [47]. The contribution of neuroinflammatory processes (particularly, microgliaassociated) to disease development is strengthened
using latest genome-wide association studies (GWAS),
and the elucidation of cellular and molecular relationships between amyloid, glia activation and neuroinflammation, is presently the most active area of intense
research. [48].
Amidst the failure of the amyloid approach, there are
rising statistics on the role of vascular, mitochondrial
and synaptic network dysfunction. In addition, infection, diabetes, sleep patterns, hearing loss, gut microbiome and neuroinflammation/ innate immune serving as
dementia targets are driving studies in novel horizons
reinforced through recent discoveries on the genetic,
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omics and systems biology, associated with AD/dementia [10].

AD/ Dementia by employing advanced therapeutic strategies on well-known model systems such as engineered
cell lines, transgenic animals and humans has been in
research limelight for over four decades [54]. Thus, AD
can be summed up as a gradual neurological disorder
with hippocampal and cortical atrophy, synaptic losses
and neurodegeneration [55].

AD and neuroinflammation

With studies on aggregate formation in AD, it leaves us
a hint that there is a correlation between nervous system and immune system. Understanding the interaction
between the nervous and immune systems in AD can
help to achieve delay or prevent the prolonged disorder.
When a pathological trigger is caused in the brain (neuronal death or aggregation of protein), the response is
detected by the Pattern-Recognition Receptors in microglia, which is further recognised by danger-associated
molecular patterns or pathogen-associated molecular
patterns. Furthermore, the cascade of events induces the
microglia which is the resident phagocyte of the brain
that extends their processes to the site of injury and
move to the lesion, where an innate immune response
gets initiated. Soon after the pathological trigger is initiated, the microglia gets activated and changes into an
amoeboid-shaped morphology. In case of AD, microglia
acquire M1 and M2 types of macrophages where the former plays a defensive role, and the latter helps in promoting tissue repair and angiogenesis. The M1 macrophages
are more functioning than the M2 phenotype in case of
AD [49]. The microglia then joins with soluble Aβ and
amyloid fibrils through the cell surface receptors, such
as SCARA1, CD14, CG36, CD47, α6β1 integrin and Tolllike receptors (TLR2, TLR4, TLR6, and TLR9) [50]. However, the binding of Aβ with cell surface receptors results
in the activation of microglia (Fig. 3).
Microglial activations have two effects on AD. First,
activation of microglia, leading to the reduction of Aβ
accumulation by increasing its phagocytosis, clearance
and degradation. Protein Aβ which is a tough structure
for proteases, is degraded by enzymes, such as neprilysin and insulin-degrading enzyme (IDE), preventing the
formation of amyloid plaques in the brain. The microglia then starts to engulf the Aβ fibril and undergoes an
endo-lysosomal pathway. Second, prolonged microglia
activation leads to the release of pro-cytokines, which
induces a pro-inflammatory cascade. The formation of
plaques occur due to the inefficient clearance by lack of
microglial activity resulting in increased concentration of
cytokine levels by the repression of the Aβ phagocytosis
receptors [51, 52]. However, above all, what makes elderly
people more prone to AD is a phenomenon known as
priming. Priming is defined as an increase in microglial
sensitivity to inflammatory provocation and a subsequent
in neurodegeneration, with the advancement in age. The
defensive mechanism of the host and neuroprotection
are shielded up and the endogenous ligands are downregulated with increasing age [53]. Above all, treating

ApoE and Tau pathology
Apolipoprotein E

The very common apolipoprotein in the brain which is
synthesized mainly by astrocytes and microglia is ApoE
[56] and is the second on-setting gene in AD associated
disorder. The ApoE gene is situated on chromosome 19
with three major alleles—E2, E3 and E4. Among them,
ApoE3 is the most widespread allele. The most important function of ApoE is to traffic the phospholipid and
cholesterol by getting lipidated through the action of
ATP-binding cassette transporter ABCA1 and accessory proteins [57]. The status of the lipidation of ApoE
influences its binding pattern with Aβ [58]. According
to studies with transgenic mice, isoforms of the ApoE
have shown their specific effects on the nature of deposition and its magnitude of infection. It can also function
by forming abnormal fibrils when the lipidation status
changes, followed by deposition of plaques.
Studies conducted by Iwata et al. revealed that Aβ is
cleared by degrading it proteolytically by neprilysin and
IDE which is secreted by microglia and astrocyte [59].
Consequently, when the genes for Aβ and IDE genes
were inactivated and the protease inhibitors were used,
it resulted in increased Aβ in the brain with a gradual
increase in plaque formation [60, 61] and when the genes
were over-expressed, it showed antagonistic behaviour
(decrease in Aβ) [62]. Therefore, the disease pathology
can be lessened by increasing the lipidated form of ApoE.
Regulation of Liver X Receptor transcriptional activity can regulate the ApoE level in the brain and increase
the lipidated form of ApoE which can decrease disease
pathology [63].
Tau pathology

Tau is a neuronal microtubule-stabilising protein. Tau
is well-approved as an important component in the
putative genesis of AD and being a prime aspect of
NFTs [64, 65]. The six isoforms of tau range in length
from 352 to 441 AA and are encoded with the aid of
11 exons, of which exons 2, 3 and 10 may be instead
spliced to generate six central nervous system isoforms
[66], which have multiple sites for acetylation, methylation, O-glycosylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitination, Small Ubiquitin-like Modification (SUMOylation)
and proteolytic cleavage. Normally, ApoE binds with
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Fig. 3 Pathological interplay between microglia and macrophages in AD. Pathological trigger is detected by Pattern-Recognition Receptors (PRRs)
in microglia recognized by pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) or danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs). The protein cascade
induces microglia to initiate immune response at the injury site by acquiring M1 and M2 macrophages. Furthermore, microglia fuse with soluble Aβ
through cell surface receptors (CSRs)/ Toll-like receptors (TLRs) and amyloid fibrils resulting in its activation and leading to phagocytosis, clearance
and degradation of Aβ. The engulfment of Aβ turn on the endo-lysosomal pathway in microglia. On the other hand, prolonged activation of
microglia leads to release of pro-cytokines that induces pro-inflammatory cascade.

non-phosphorylated tau (p-tau) microtubule-associated
protein where it helps to reduce the hyperphophorylation
of tau. ApoE3 mostly tends to join tau protein, even more
that the isoform ApoE4. When ApoE does not associate
with Tau, it undergoes hyperphosphorylation wherein it
loses its capability to associate with the microtubule [67,
68]. Thus, it leads to the distortion of the cytoskeleton
and formation of a neurofibrillary tangle (NFT) in the

neuronal somata and neurite thread in the neuronal projections, after aggregation. The neurite plaque which is a
combination of Aβ and hyperphosphorylated tau, is the
unique identification of AD [69].
In 1991, Braak classified AD status into six stages
based on the brain region that has the NFT. Braak
stage 1-NFT and neurite tangles (NT) are present in
the transentorhinal region, stage 2 in the entorhinal
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region, stage 3 in the hippocampus and temporaloccipital gyrus, stage 4 in the temporal cortex, stage 5
in the parietal cortex and stage 6 in the occipital cortex
[70]. According to the recent notation, however, NFT,
NT and pre-tangles are also found in Substantia Niagara, Locus Coeruleus (LC), and dorso-motor nucleus
of the vagus nerve (dmX) that have been detected
using immunohistochemical methods using specific
antibodies. Furthermore, research after the post-mortem revealed that the AD possibly begins from the LC
which led to the revision of the Braak’s stages [71].
Once the tau is hyperphosphorylated, the major part is
secreted in the form of free soluble and minority as small
membrane-bound vesicles [72]. When it is secreted in
the vesicle free form, cell surface heparan sulphate proteoglycans support tau secretion by increasing the penetration through the membrane. Conceptually, it was
well-expressed in the experiment with over-expressed
tau in N2A neuroblastoma cell line [73]. The N-Myconcogene (MIC) neuroblastoma which expresses wild-type
human tau after induction expressed both the free-form
and the vesicle form [74], while the COS-7 and human
embryonic kidney (HEK) showed the release of tau
in macrovesicle even in the absence of cell death [75].
Pathological tau undergoes cell–cell transmission starting from the LC and penetrating across the whole brain
including the Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF). The hyperphosphorylated tau which is detached from the microtubule is
taken to the next neuron and it starts misfolding the normal tau in the cytosol of the recipient cell and forms the
paired helical filaments (NFT) [76]. Therefore, the loss
of NFT affected neurons and creates a gap in the neural
circuit which results in the effect in memory and cognitive functions. Tau secretion is also found in the normal
healthy human CSF and interstitial fluid but what makes
them a biomarker of AD is particularly their concentration and phosphorylation rate. In AD, tau was hyperphosphorylated in all the twenty epitopes of p-tau as
diagnosed during the post-mortem of frontal cortex of an
AD patient by immunoblots using commercially available
antibodies against twenty different phosphor-epitopes of
tau [77].
During disease management, detecting total tau and
p-tau is very helpful in diagnosing AD and differentiating
from other neurodegenerative diseases. Tau phophorylation at Threonine 231 differentiates AD from frontotemporal dementia and Serine 181 from Lewy bodies [78]. As
per the recent study conducted by Muynck et al., 2021 it
was found that microglial differentially expressed genes
and astrocyte gene CDK2AP1plays a central role in AD
pathogenesis. This was corelated with the development of
AD at the immune system level playing a key part in the
etiology [79].
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Presenilins (PSENs)

PSENs are two autosomal dominant genes which encode
two multi-pass proteins Presenilin 1 (PS1) and Presenilin 2 (PS2). They comprise of catalytic sub-structure of
membrane-embedded γ-secretase complexes that function as proteolytic switches regulating key cell signalling
cascade and found to be connected to signalling from the
Notch family of cell-surface receptors [17]. They have
been identified in the 14th chromosome (14q24.3) and
1st chromosome (1q42.2), respectively, [80]. They take
part in neuronal differentiation and synaptogenesis where
they help in learning and memory. The PS1 was found
to be linked with the post-synaptic N-acetyl-D-aspartic
acid receptor where it helps in facilitating a proper synaptic delivery and localisations of N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDRs) [81]. It was reported to interact with Rab11, a
small GTPase which is involved in the transport of vesicles [82] and also appeared to be a central component in
the calcium homeostasis [83, 84]. PS1 and PS2 are nine
TMD and three TMD proteins, respectively, forwarding both their terminals into the cytoplasm. PS1 is the
catalytic subunit of the intramembranous aspartyl protease gamma-secretase which cuts the APP and results
in variable length. Production of longer chain Aβ in
turn increases the aggregation, leading to AD that supports the amyloid cascade hypothesis [85]. The PS1 and
PS2 genes encode transmembrane proteins that join
together with Nicastrin, Anterior Pharynx-defective 1,
and Presenilin Enhancer 2 into a tetrameric complex with
a 1:1:1:1 stoichiometry and generate a pentameric activated protease called gamma secretase after undergoing
autoproteolytic activation during the assembly. Furthermore, both C and N terminal of the Prenesilin 1 and 2
aspartyl residues combine to form the central hydrolytic
centre of the complex [86, 87]. Studies have shown more
than three hundred mutations occur in PSEN1 and fifty
six mutations in PSEN2. Most of the PSEN1 mutations
are pathogenic, while some PSEN2 are disease causing.
Till 2019, almost 235 pathogenic PSEN1 mutations have
been recorded [88]. Mutations in the PSEN1 gene cause
the earliest onset of the disease which initiates from 28
to 60 years. Mutations in the PSEN2 gene were found in
the German familial AD and in the Volga Valley in Russia
with varying on-setting ages (35–82) [89].
The exact number of 138 mutations in the PSEN1
have been analysed and it showed that almost ninety
percent of the mutations lead to an increase in the
ratio between Aβ42/Aβ40 [80, 90]. When all the
known pathogenic and four non-pathogenic mutations were studied using 21 different computational
methods, it showed that the alterations involving the
AA proline and glycine along with charged residues,
attribute to the disease on-setting. PSEN1 mutations
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tend to disturb the conformational integrity and most
likely, lead to the open state of gamma-secretase. These
results further lead to lesser retention time, trimming
and increased production of Aβ42 [91].
In 2010, a strikingly different earlier onset case was
reported in PSEN2 with a frameshift mutation wherein
two base pair deletions were found (PSEN2 c.342–343
del GA, p.K115Efs*1). After a targeted exome screening, a second earlier onset with the same variant was
found. Two of them were evaluated together and it
stated that the PSEN2 K115Efs*1 fibroblasts secrete less
Aβ1-40 due to abnormal gamma-secretase and it showed
alternatively spliced PSEN2 products in the patient’s
brain. The data suggests that the PSEN2 K115Efs*1 is
more likely to be a pathogenic variant [92].
The PSEN1’s structure is called as a gate-membrane
structure where the transmembrane 5 and 6 regions
build the gate, and the exon 9 loop region makes the
plug. A mature PSEN1 undergoes endoproteolytic
cleavage by an unplugging mechanism. When the mutations happen in PSEN1, it can disrupt the way gate-plug
functions, reducing access to the substrate and inaccurate cleavage. When the histidine is replaced by lysine
in TM5 and 6, even if it gives a normal structure to the
gamma-secretase, the activity of the enzyme was defective [93]. Recently, many studies found non-canonical
(non-gamma-secretase related) roles of presenilins
in AD, such as influencing 
Ca2+ signalling pathway,
autophagy, cellular oxidative stress, regulating intracellular endoplasmic reticulum (ER) Ca2+ channels, i.e.,
inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate receptors and ryanodine
receptors [94].
A high level of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and mitochondrial malfunctions has been observed in most of the
neurodegenerative disease [95, 96]. When the ER-mitochondria signalling were reduced, the ROS levels were
also found to be decreased. While elevated ER-mt C
 a2+
signalling increases oxidative phosphorylation resulting
in increase of ROS levels. It was also noted that higher
ROS levels caused cellular damage to neurons by destroying their lipids, proteins and DNA.
The The Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats/ CRISPR associated protein 9 (CRISPR/
Cas9) genome editing tool has attracted many researchers owing to its direct treatment approach in management and curing of AD. This precise and recent
technology with interspaced short palindromic repeats/
CRISPR associated proteins 9 system is emerging as one
of the most promising tools in treating neurodegenerative diseases, such as AD. It can not only alter the SAD
and FAD, but also the Aβ metabolism irrespective of
genetic factors. As a result, CRISPR/Cas9 technology
could correct increased Ab production or mutations

in APP, PSEN-1, and PSEN-2, since these genes in turn
cause mutations in FAD [97].
GWAS and associated AD‑risk loci

GWAS have been instrumental in identifying genetic
loci associated with AD. With the advent of wholegenome sequencing (WGS), genome-wide analyses to
identify rare variants responsible for AD pathogenesis
is now possible. A previous study performed a genomewide association meta-analysis of clinically diagnosed
late-onset Alzheimer’s disease (LOAD) and identified
five new genome-wide loci: IQCK, ACE, ADAM10,
ADAMTS1, and WWOX [48]. Another study performed
on de novo early-onset Alzheimer’s disease (EOAD) samples by next-generation sequencing confirmed three missense mutations in PSEN1 (T119I, G209A, and G417A)
and one in PSEN2 (H169N). Besides, 67 missense mutations in genes implicated in LOAD were also identified having roles in cholesterol transport, inflammatory
response and β-amyloid modulation. 70 other additional
novel and missense variants in genes, such as MAPT,
GRN, CSF1R and PRNP, known to cause neurodegenerative diseases were also identified [98]. A single-variant and spatial clustering-based testing on rare variants
further identified 13 new AD candidates implicating the
following genes: FNBP1L, SEL1L, LINC00298, PRKCH,
C15ORF41, C2CD3, KIF2A, APC, LHX9, NALCN,
CTNNA2, SYTL3 and CLSTN2. In contrast to the common AD-associated variants, these genes have roles in
synaptic function rather than innate immunity and amyloid processing [99]. GWAS on a large Korean population
identified nine single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
on chromosome 7, four of which were associated with a
decreased risk of Aβ positivity (rs73375428, rs2903923,
rs3828947, and rs11983537). rs73375428, interestingly,
was found to be associated with decreased expression
levels of FGL2 in the brain [100]. WGS on DNA from
AD patient blood samples and elderly controls of Korean
ethnicity who were also APOE ε4 carriers and customized AD chip data of an independent set of AD patients
and elderly controls of the same ethnicity, regardless of
their APOE ε4 allele status identified SNPs rs1890078
and rs12594991 in SORCS1 and CHD2 genes, respectively, as novel genetic variants in APOE ε4 carriers in the
Korean population. This study also identified nine novel
variants rare in Europeans but common in East Asians
[101]. Whole Exome Sequencing (WES) study from Chinese AD patient samples identified various novel variants
in genes implicated in a multitude of cellular and physiological processes. Some of the novel variants in previously identified genes were ADAR, AHNAK, APOB,
HMCN1, HSPG2, IL16, INPPL1, LRP1, NTN1, RYR1,
SORL1, TNC and TNR. Other variants identified with
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indirect links to AD were BAI2, CCDC120, DNAH11,
DNAH14, FAT1, FAT4, HTR3B, HUWE1, KMT2C,
KMT2D, MATN2, MX2, NLRC4, UBR4 and UNC13B
[102]. Six new variants associated with AD risk (near
APP, CHRNE, PRKD3/NDUFAF7, PLCG2 and two
exonic variants in the SHARPIN gene) were identified in
a large genetic association study by merging all available
case–control data sets and by-proxy study results. The
study also revealed a 4–5.5 year difference in median age
at onset of AD in APOE ɛ4 carriers (assessment by polygenic risk score (PRS) and stratifying by APOE) [103].
Another study assessing the PRS restricted to synapseencoding loci in LOAD predicted that synapse-encoding
genes were enriched for LOAD risk-modifying loci. Variants in BIN1, PTK2B, PICALM, APOE (previously identified LOAD loci) and two novel loci, DLG2 and MINK1,
involved in glutamate signaling or APP catabolism or tau
binding were identified [104]. An integrative proteomewide association study in the brain and blood utilizing
Mendelian randomization and Bayesian colocalization
identified 7 abundant genes, ACE, ICA1L, TOM1L2,
SNX32, EPHX2, CTSH and RTFDC1 as causal in AD.
Interestingly, proteins encoded by these genes were
mostly expressed on the surface of glutamatergic neurons and astrocytes [105]. An exome-wide association
analysis of age-of-onset of AD emphasizing on APOE ε4
non-carriers identified two novel variants, rs56201815
(variant in ERN1) and rs12373123 (a missense variant in
SPPL2C in the MAPT region) along with a rare missense
variant, rs144292455 in TACR3 gene. The rs56201815
allele exhibited high expression of ERN1, a key regulator of unfolded protein response (UPR) pathway. The
rs12373123 minor allele, on the other hand significantly
exhibited high expression of GRN in microglia, and was
associated with MAPT expression in astrocytes. This
study supported the putative involvement of the UPR/ ER
stress in the pathological pathway of AD [106].
GWAS of large cohorts of LOAD identified the ATPBinding Cassette Subfamily A Member 7 gene (ABCA7)
as a risk gene. Premature termination codons (PTC)
causing loss-of-function of ABCA7 were enriched in
LOAD patients. This enrichment of ABCA7 PTC mutations was confirmed in studies involving Belgian AD
patients [107]. A survey studying ABCA7 protein levels
in the hippocampus or parietal cortex of healthy or AD
patients showed that individuals with low ABCA7 levels were susceptible and developed AD at a younger age
compared to those with high ABCA7 levels who developed AD very late, resembling the youngest controls. It
is speculated that vulnerable neurons in the brain generate a yet to be identified neurodegenerative lipid that
is cleared by ABCA7 [108]. A metabolomics approach
studied how ABCA7 haplodeficiency modulates the

metabolic profile in mouse brains during acute immune
response by peripheral administration of lipopolysaccharide (LPS). Weighted gene co-expression network analysis identified pathways involving glycerophospholipid
metabolism, linoleic acid metabolism and α-linolenic
acid metabolism to be modified. Abca7 heterozygous mice also exhibited increased levels of eicosapentaenoic acid, oleic acid and palmitic acid in the brain upon
LPS stimulation [109]. Partial ABCA7 deficiency diminished proinflammatory responses by impairing CD14
expression on acute LPS stimulation in the brain of control or heterozygous Abca7 knockout mice. The presence
of amyloid pathology in heterozygous Abca7 knockout
mice resulted in increased amyloid-β (Aβ) accumulation and abnormal endosomal morphology in microglia
[110]. A recent study involving Australian patients found
that several lipid species, mainly sphingomyelins, cholesterol esters, phosphatidylcholines, phosphatidylethanolamines, phosphatidylinositols and triglycerides (TGs)
were dysregulated in AD patients when compared to
their healthy counterparts. They also found FERMT2 and
MS4A6A to show a significantly differential association
with all lipid classes across disease and control groups.
ChE showed differential association with PICALM,
SLC24A4 and SORL1; PE with CLU and CR1 and TG
with BINI between AD and control groups [111].
Mutations in the sorting receptor-encoding gene
SORL1 have been implicated in autosomal-dominant
AD. SORL1 variants are known to increase the risk for
LOAD. Truncating mutations in SORL1 leads to haploinsufficiency and enlarged endosomes in human neurons.
Heterozygous SORL1 mutations results in endosome
dysfunction, whereas complete loss of SORL1 leads to
defects in lysosome function accompanied by autophagy
[112]. SORL1 is also reported to be strongly associated
with both sporadic and familial forms of AD. An alternatively spliced transcript of SORL1 (SORL1-38b) encodes
a truncated protein that was found to be localized in neuronal dendrites, different from the somatic distribution
of transcripts encoding the full-length SORL1 protein
(SORL1-fl). Recent studies have shown that SORL1-38b
transcript levels were significantly reduced in AD cerebellum, whereas no changes were observed for SORL1fl [113]. Dysfunctional endosomal recycling is a hallmark
of AD. SORL1 haploinsufficiency in young minipigs were
found to phenocopy the preclinical in vivo profile of AD
leading to spinal fluid abnormalities in A-β and Tau, with
no evident neurodegeneration or amyloid plaque formation [114]. Mutations in SORL1 alters the recycling of the
APP out of the endosome leading to APP misprocessing.
A recent study using human induced pluripotent stem
cell derived neurons has shown that endosomal trafficking of the BDNF receptor Tropomyosin-related kinase B,
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and the glutamate receptor subunit AMPA1 (GLUA1) is
also hindered by loss of SORL1. On the contrary, endosomal recycling of APP and GLUA1 is augmented upon
SORL1 expression. This study establishes SORL1 as a
master regulator of retromer-dependent endosomal recycling in neurons [115]. WES in EOAD and LOAD families revealed key SORL1 mutations in both the families.
In EOAD, two key changes, T588I and T2134M, whereas
in LOAD, A528T and T947M were identified. These
mutant variants of SORL1 weaken its interaction with
full-length APP, altering levels of A-β and impedes APP
trafficking [116].
Triggering receptors expressed on myeloid cells 2
(TREM2), a microglia receptor for lipids has been implicated in AD pathogenesis. Disease-associated-microglias
are transcriptionally distinct and neurodegenerationspecific microglia and are dependent on TREM2. Singlenucleus RNA sequencing on AD mice models and human
patients identified a novel S
 erpina3n+C4b+ reactive oligodendrocyte population in mice. Analysis of human AD
patient samples revealed different glial phenotypes with
altered signatures in microglia, oligodendrocytes and
astrocytes [117]. A variant of the human TREM2, R47H
impairs ligand binding and increases AD risk. It has been
shown in mouse models of amyloid β (A-β) accumulation that impaired TREM2 function affects microglial
response to Aβ plaques and aggravates tissue damage.
Conversely, TREM2 overexpression reverts these defects
leading to a speculation that TREM2 activation may help
AD patients. A recent study administering anti-human
TREM2 agonistic monoclonal antibody (mAb), AL002c,
in a mouse AD model expressing the R47H variant
resulted in induction of proliferation in R47H-transgenic
mice. Furthermore, the study also showed that prolonged
administration of AL002c also reduced filamentous
plaques and neurite dystrophy [118]. Another study has
shown that TREM2 engagement by administering the
mAb hT2AB activates microglia in transgenic mice models that accumulate A-β and express TREM2 R47H variant.
Disease-associated (DAM), interferon-responsive (IFNR), cycling (Cyc-M) and MHC-II expressing (MHC-II)
microglia types were all downregulated in TREM2 R47HAD transgenic mice, suggesting that TREM2 ligand
interaction is needed for microglia activation. However,
a single systemic injection of hT2AB restored Cyc-M,
IFN-R, and MHC-II pools in TREM2 R47H-AD transgenic
mice. In addition, repeated treatment with murinized
hT2AB increased chemokine content in TREM2 R47H-AD
transgenic mice brains, congruent with microglia expansion [119]. Gene expression profiling from microglia
differentiated from isogenic, CRISPR-modified TREM2knockout induced pluripotent stem cell lines revealed
that TREM2 deletion reduces microglial survival, impairs

phagocytosis of key substrates including APOE, and
inhibits SDF-1α/CXCR4-mediated chemotaxis, undermining the response to beta-amyloid plaques in vivo. Single-cell sequencing of xenotransplanted human TREM2
knockout microglia also showed a loss of disease-associated microglial (DAM) responses [120]. Another study
demonstrated that amyloid plaque seeding is increased in
the absence of functional TREM2 in mice due to reduced
phagocytic clearance of amyloid seeds. This increased
seeding is associated with reduced microglial clustering
around the new plaques. Besides, there was also reduced
ApoE association with these plaques. This phenotype
is remarkably similar to that observed in brains of AD
patients expressing TREM2 coding variants. Furthermore, small animal positron emission tomography (PET)
showed enhanced amyloidogenesis in TREM2 loss-offunction mutants at early stages that progressed with
aging [121].
ApoE is another major genetic risk modifier for AD.
There are three common coding variants of APOE–
APOE*ε2, APOE*ε3 and APOE*ε4. Among these three,
APOE*ε4 increases, whereas APOE*ε2 decreases the risk
of LOAD compared with APOE*ε3. There is evidence
to suggest that APOE*ε2 confers protection against AD
through amyloid-β (A-β)-dependent and independent
mechanisms. In addition, APOE*ε2 is termed as a longevity gene, indicating it has a systemic effect on the
aging process. APOE*ε2 carriers, however are more
susceptible to certain cerebrovascular diseases and neurological disorders [122]. APOE2/2 was associated with
a low Alzheimer’s dementia odds ratios compared to
APOE2/3 and 3/3, and an exceptionally low odds ratio
compared to APOE4/4 in a study generating Alzheimer’s
dementia odds ratios and other findings in clinically and
neuropathologically characterized Alzheimer’s dementia
cases and controls [123]. In a recent study analyzing clinical data sets as well as animal models, it was shown that
the association between APOE2 and longer lifespan was
independent of AD status and its activity could be connected to cholesterol and triglyceride metabolism [124].
A recent study using PET, structural magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and cognitive testing suggests that the
protective effect of the APOE-ε2 allele against AD is primarily linked to resistance against A-β deposition rather
than tau pathology [125]. Another study using postmortem brain samples of AD carriers to explain APOE alleleassociated changes in transcriptomes and lipidomes
demonstrated significant enrichment in GO terms associated with genes involved in proteasomal degradation
and autophagy, unfolded protein response, mitochondrial function and nucleolar modifications of mRNA.
Phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidic acid and mitochondrial membrane-forming lipids were all significantly
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Fig. 4 AD—Overall onset pathway. The above flowchart shows the details of the mechanism which occurs during the onset of AD. The formation
of Aβ-42 in turn produces primary seeding aggregate which results in the deposition of peptide thus causing plaque formation. When this plaque
didn’t get cleared by insufficient microglial activity result in the AD onset
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decreased in postmortem brain samples of various AD
carriers [126].
AD is the leading cause of dementia and is set to
become the most burdensome disease of this era. The
earliest phase of AD begins with accumulating amyloid
β, that induces the spread of tau pathology. APOE alleles
have been identified as the strongest AD-associated
genetic risk loci [127]. Some protective mutations such
as the rare Ala673Thr Icelandic mutation of APP and
another rare Pro522Arg AA change in the PLCG2 gene
were found to be associated with prolonged cognitive
health and two times reduced risk of AD in middle-aged
individuals [128, 129]. ApoE has been shown to bind
amyloid β plaques and the AD-associated genetic variants of TREM2, Arg47His, Arg62His and Asp87Asn, all
of these decrease binding of TREM2 to ApoE [130, 131].
Multitude of other proteins linked to genetic risk of AD
such as SHIP1, CD2AP, RIN3, BIN1, PLCG2, CASS4,
and PTKB2 are speculated to act downstream of ApoE
and TREM2 thereby regulating endocytosis, motility, and
phagocytosis in microglia.
One recent study employing GWAS meta-analysis
identified 3,915 variants that were significantly associated
with AD risk. These variants were spread across 38 independent loci, of which 7 were novel and a functional follow-up of the genomic risk loci further narrowed down
AGRN, TNIP1, HAVCR2, TMEM106B, GRN, NTN5 and
LILRB2 as the most likely causal genes for these seven
novel AD-associated loci [132, 133].
Another large genome-wide association metaanalysis of clinically diagnosed LOAD confirmed five
new genome-wide risk loci: IQCK, ACE, ADAM10,
ADAMTS1 and WWOX. In addition, fine-mapping of
the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) region confirmed
the neurological and immune-mediated disease haplotype HLA-DR15 as a risk factor for LOAD. Furthermore,
pathway analysis indicates immunity, lipid metabolism,
tau binding proteins and APP metabolism pathways to be
affected in LOAD [48]. Overall pathway of onset of AD
shown in Fig. 4.

and behavioural aptitudes. The GWAS research has shown
multiple pathways with varied time lines of disease progression and clinical manifestations. As the progression of AD
is guided by diverse genes, a significant precise biomarker
system at the clinical level is required [134]. This will open
the possibilities to evaluate new strategies in treatment at
the onset of the disease.

Conclusions
The growing incidence of AD in conjunction with a dearth
of effective treatments, pose of it as one of the major health
challenges in current times. AD is caused by a combination of genetic factors, environmental factors and lifestyle
which gradually affects the brain over a period of time.
Only minimal numbers of cases are reported with specific
genetic alterations among which Earlier On-setting AD
is significant. The gene mutations in the APP gene, ApoE
and Presenilins can pass from parent to offspring in an
autosomal dominant pattern. Once the AD is initiated, it
collapses the memory, thinking and reasoning, and social
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